Pre K-2 Scavenger Hunt
Name
Grade

FIRST FLOOR
Wetland diorama:
How many of these birds have you seen before?

Can you see which birds like to live mostly in the water? Name two.

Can you see which birds like to live near the water? Name two.

What are your two favorite birds in this diorama?

Describe the beaks of each of your favorite birds.

Drawing Exercise: On your work sheet draw a picture of the beaks in box #1 and box #2.

Endangered and Extinct
Birds of North America
Find the bird that lived in the time of the dinosaurs? Does it look like the birds of today?
No
Yes
How does it look different?

How does it look the same?
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Why do you think this bird no longer lives on earth?

Viewing Window
Are there birds at the bird feeders today? Yes _________ No___________
What do you notice about them?

What do you wonder about these birds?

Drawing Exercise: Look at the display of bird seed and draw a picture of some of the seed
in box # 4
UPSTAIRS
Raptor Area
This is a group of birds that we call raptors; these are animals that eat other animals. Can
you find an animal that might get eaten by a raptor?

Describe the Bald Eagle’s Beak.

Drawing Exercise: Draw a picture of the Bald Eagle’s beak in box #3.

Nesting Gallery
What kind of bird nests inside a tree? ____________________________________________
What kind of bird lives in or on a man made structure? ______________________________
Do you think the Scarlet Tanager nest could withstand a strong wind? Yes______No______
Do you think a Cliff Swallow’s nest could withstand a strong wind?

Yes______No______

Where does the Brown Creeper build its nest? ______________________________________

What kind of bird builds a nest on the ground? _____________________________________
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What kind of bird has a nest like a sack? __________________________________________

Do you think you could build a nest with your teeth and toes?

Yes______No______

What is the smallest bird you can find? ____________________________________________

What is the largest bird you can find? _____________________________________________

Find birds that are eating, what are three things that you see birds eating?

What is your favorite bird?

What are three interesting things you like about your bird?
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